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In the summer of 2010, Superhumanoids was birthed under the hazy 
air and bright blue skies of Los Angeles. A fascination for electron-
ic sounds, instruments, pedals, and more, aesthetically united Max, 
Sarah, and Cameron. Like a petri dish growing each day, the band 
spent their time together intertwining and experimenting with their 
R&B upbringings and love for pop music. 

Exhibitionists is the soundtrack to the last moments of dusk in LA. 
With swooning guitars, glimmering air, soaring melodies, the setting 
sun, and melting keyboards, something about the whole thing makes 
your breath stop short.  With each synth and guitar sound being com-
pletely made from scratch, the record brings a homegrown feel that 
encapsulates the thumps of the beating heart and lulls of swaying palm 
fronds from LA. Despite being wrapped in an electronic blanket, the 
trio unravels each songs core to take the listener on a journey that 
highlights the living R&B undertones and driving groove that brings 
to light the soul of the record. What is found in the sticky air of the city 
of angels is found here in Exhibitionists, to ease between the spaces of 
your body, make you dance, and bring you home.

Superhumanoids balance shimmering ‘80s new wave with sharp-
elbowed observations about doubt, love and longing.” 
BILLBOARD

There is something electrifying about what they do.” 
NYLON MAGAZINE

Summer break, free spirit music” 
FILTER MAGAZINE 

Calming new-wave-cum-dreampop, lush with impressively-ranged 
male and female duets and an alloy of live and synthesized instru-
ments that pushes each note to chilly infinity”
RCRD LBL

Very dreamy-sounding Los Angeles electronic trio”
THE FADER

Romantic dream-pop on a cloud, beaming a blend of Talking 
Heads-y New Wave, atmospheric electronics, and beautiful 
boy-girl vocals”
SPIN

CD: $12.98
BOX LOT: 30
PACKAGING Digipack
DISCOUNT 3% through 8/6/13

LP: $17.98
BOX LOT: 45
PACKAGING Innersleeve Graphic
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